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The Robin Hood of Meme Tokens

A BRAND NEW MEME TOKEN FOR THE XRP ARMY!
A BRAND NEW UTILITY TOKEN FOR THE DOGE FAITHFULS.

Hodl strong
The XRP army has hodl’d stronger than anyone else in the crypto world. We have waded through the
blood and the bones of FUD, price suppression and conspiracy. Whilst we remain strong, many heads
have been turned by the meme coin profits.
Everyday a new doggy coin hits the market, and the XRP army are led astray to the Boomer tech mining
world of Dogecoin and the gasfee network of Ethereum.
Oh how it pains us to see the XRP army dealing with the criminal gas fees, the plodding network, the
Eth normies and BTC maxis. Compromising everything we know about how crypto should be - fast,
cheap and achingly cool - to chase those green doggy candles.
Instead of pumping our own bags, you fund the mining cartels and the electricity companies.

XRdoge to the rescue!
We all enjoy a speculative long shot, as the rewards can be incredible if you time your entry and get
out at the right time. But why should we be getting a shakedown just to get into the party? $100, $200,
$300 just to make a transaction on the criminal Ethereum shakedown network. No one wants to put
their life savings into a bet where you have to make crazy gains just to get your gas fee back out.
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When you enter the world of XRdoge you pump your own bags and mining fees do not apply! And it is
a guarantee, being on the most secure and fastest utility network on the planet, the thing isn’t going
to crash just when you want to enter/ exit. XRdoge will showcase the blisteringly fast XRP network for
those not already in the XRP army!

Let the Dog off its leash!!!
What was the aim of the original Dogecoin creators? “They wanted to create a peer-to-peer digital currency that could reach a broader demographic than Bitcoin” (Wikipedia)
By harnessing the power of dogememetics, XRdoge seeks to spread the power of the XRP ledger to a
broader demographic than XRP,
Until now, the power of doggy memetics has been shackled by mining and gas fees. Desperate to stay
relevant, the Dogecoins 1.0 and 2.0 (bitcoin and ethereum based) have made many promises about
coming utility. But by doing this, they have put the power of doggy memetics in chains!
XRdoge is built on the ultimate utility network of XRPL, and the ultimate utility coin XRP. With the utility
taken care of, and with lightning fast transactions and super cheap fees, XRdoge is taken off the leash
of utility concerns.
Using the XRPL powered Xumm wallet, XRdoge already has access to a DEx. No need to wait!!!
With other meme coins, the memetic power is swallowed up by miners and electricity companies. Xrdoge is set free to run rampant through the crypto world.

What then is a meme coin?
Many lack understanding, and meme coin has become a dirty word in the crypto space. But, memes
are the driving power of civilization.
Memes built the world!
Meme coin is a shorthand for the essence of crypto: A decentralised, peer-to-peer, community driven
memetic network.
XRdoge is the ultimate decentralised, peer-to-peer, community driven, memetic network; where the
users pump their own bags and not the bags of big corporations.
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XRdoge is the ultimate meme token: built on the lightning fast, staggeringly cheap, decentralised XRP
ledger.
XRdoge brings together the utility of XRP with the memetic power of the Doge, without confusion.
XRdoge is the Robin Hood of crypto, robbing the supreme utility of the XRP Ledger, to give memetic &
financial power to the masses.
If XRP is the banker’s coin (as some folks say), then XRdoge is the people’s token.

Tokenomics:
Symbol: Xrdoge
Built on XRPL
Powered by: XRPL utility and the Community Memetic power.
Supply: 100 billion.
Marketing/ listings/ exchange liquidity/ influencers/ team/ dev etc. 25%
Airdrop: 75%

Power to the people!
Airdrop
The people’s token will be airdropped. XRdoge’s aim is to get itself into as many people’s hands as
quickly as possible, thus driving the memetic power of network effect.
We are going to airdrop 75% of supply to qualifying trustlines set up before the 24th of October.
In the pre-airdrop and post-airdrop period we will also give away additional tokens from the other 25%.
A large volume has been given away already.
Each qualifying trustline will receive an equal split of the pot.
The issuing account has been blackholed so no more tokens can ever be created. We want to uncage
this bird and let it fly!
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XRdoge - a Manifesto for memetic freedom
We at XRdoge love potential utility tokens. We love to see the people get rich by transforming them into
kinetic utility tokens i.e. useful currencies, by the power of memetics.
We at XRdoge seek to create, transform and unleash the greatest utility known to man - the XRdoge
army, using the memetic power of the Doge to tap into the free, primordial, memetic power of mankind.
The burgeoning XRdoge army will combine the potential utility of the XRP ledger, the XRP token, and
through the transformative power of memetics, will convert this into the game-changing utility-currency
- XRdoge.
Freed from the arterial clots of gas fees, and the thick gloopy blood of mining:
the two healthy lungs, one the utility of the XRP ledger, and the other, the undefeated memetic power of
the Doge. A breath of fresh air in the crypto world.
Pre-mined tokens and a free airdrop. A full decentralised public blockchain, fast and cheap to transact
on. A fully decentralised Exchange. A decentralised wallet, where unlike on centralised exchanges, you
get to keep custody of your tokens whilst you trade peer to peer.
And, more than this, the coolest little mascot you ever did see.
My XRdoge brothers and sisters, here is the essence of crypto, crystallized for the first time into XRdoge.
What does this all mean for the XRdoge army? It means that you are the memetic power of XRdoge. It
is you that will pump your own bags instead of the mining cartels and electricity companies. It is you
that will create your own freedom.

The Creators
The creators of XRdoge are members of the XRP army who wish to harness the power of utility and
memetics, and showcase the speed and power of the XRP ledger..
They wish to give the XRP army the memetic power of the Doge; and to give the world of Doge the utility power of XRPL.
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All whilst cutting out the mining cartels and the electricity corporations.
Like satoshi, they wish to remain anonymous.
Like satoshi, they want to see initial adopters receive free tokens.
Like satoshi, they want to see lightning fast and cheap transactions.
Like David Schwartz, they have seen this is not possible by mimicking what bitcoin has become, to by
mining or by the ethereum network.
Like David Schwarz, they have seen the power of the XRP ledger.
Like the creators of Dogecoin, they have seen the power of memetics.
Like the creator of hex coin, they have seen the power of airdrops in creating communities and driving
the power of memes.
XRdoge is the Robin Hood of crypto, robbing the supreme utility of the XRP Ledger, to give memetic &
financial power to the masses
We promise you no one on this project will rug pull, we want everyone to reach the Moon.
Here at XRdoge, we are the Special Meme service of the XRPL. We have brought on board the XRP
Army, and now we are heading into enemy terriorty. To bring in BTC and ETH network investors to our
beloved XRP.
XRdoge to the moon!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

